Study Reveals the Path to
Achieving High-Performance
Accounts Payable
The Canon Business Process Services study reveals there are significant business benefits in the
form of cost savings by transforming a paper-based, manual invoice workflow to an automated,
high-performance Accounts Payable function.
The key metrics to watch are: cost per invoice; invoice cycle time; # of invoices processed
per FTE/month; invoices processed straight through; suppliers converted to e-invoicing;
and the exception rate.

The six key Accounts Payable
metrics are impacted by three forces:
Centralized receipt and format of invoices
Optimization of labor cost
Use of automation

The time to process an invoice
can have a significant impact on cost,
supplier relations, discounts captured
and labor necessary to handle supplier
calls and duplicate invoices.
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The minimization of labor costs in processing – approval, discrepancy
resolution, supplier inquiries, reporting, compliance, and recordkeeping –
by outsourcing can have a synergistic effect on higher AP performance.

Automate
Invoice Workflow
There is a marked difference
in performance level for companies that utilize
imaging, capture and AP automation solutions.
The ability to route invoices for approval, match invoice
data and process discrepancies is critical for improving
efficiency within the Accounts Payable process
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Canon AP Service
Tap into a proven methodology to reach high-performance
Accounts Payable in a matter of months. Canon Business
Process Services provides a complete solution of technology,
people and facilities to process invoices and T&E claims.
Canon integrates our technology with yours to optimize the
AP invoice workflow end to end.

The benefits of high-performance
Accounts Payable include:
Improved audit findings
Better supplier relations
Increased efficiency and reduced cost
To enter the path to high-performance accounts payable, visit cbps.canon.com or call 888-623-2668.
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